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Abstract
This paper attempts to study how Endogenic force; pressure within the earth, also known as internal forces. Such
internal forces contribute to vertical and horizontal motions and lead to subsidence, land upliftment, volcanism, faulting, folding,
earthquakes lead to diverse landforms. Clearly, the surface of the earth is not flat but is rather unevenly spread out due to the
presence of landforms including mountains, plains, hills, etc. These uneven landforms are formed and deformed over a while,
in an ongoing process, due to the influence of internal and external pressure from within and above the surface of the earth.
Simply put, we can define endogenic forces (internal) and exogenic forces (external) as the two major geomorphic
pressures that lead to the earth’s movements and give shape to the earth’s surface. When these internal and external changes
occur continuously, chemical changes and stress are triggered on the surface of the earth, which eventually leads to the formation
of uneven terrains. The energy emanating from within the earth is the main force behind endogenic geomorphic processes. This
energy is mostly generated by radioactivity, rotational and tidal friction and primordial heat from the origin of the earth. This
energy due to geothermal gradients and heat flow from within induces diastrophism and volcanism in the lithosphere. Due to
variations in geothermal gradients and heat flow from within, crustal thickness and strength, the action of endogenic forces are
not uniform and hence the tectonically controlled original crustal surface is uneven. All processes that move, elevate or build up
portions of the earth’s crust come under diastrophism. They include: (i) orogenic processes involving mountain building through
severe folding and affecting long and narrow belts of the earth’s crust; (ii) epeirogenic processes involving uplift or warping of
large parts of the earth’s crust; (iii) earthquakes involving local relatively minor movements; (iv) plate tectonics involving
horizontal movements of crustal plates. In the process of orogeny, the crust is severely deformed into folds. Due to epeirogeny,
there may be simple deformation. Orogeny is a mountain building process whereas epeirogeny is continental building process.
Through the processes of orogeny, epeirogeny, earthquakes and plate tectonics, there can be faulting and fracturing of the crust.
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Introduction

geological processes associated with energy originating in the interior of the solid earth. Endogenic processes include tectonic
movements of the crust, magmatism, metamorphism, and seismic activity (MOVEMENT; MAGMATISM; and
METAMORPHISM). The principal energy sources for endogenic processes are heat and the redistribution of material in the
earth’s interior according to density (gravitational differentiation).
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The earth’s deep heat originates chiefly from radiation. The continuous generation of heat in the earth’s interior results in the
flow of heat toward the surface. With the proper combination of materials, temperature, and pressure, chambers and layers of
partial melting may occur at certain depths within the earth. The asthenosphere, the primary source of magma formation, is such
a layer in the upper mantle. Convection currents may arise in the asthenosphere, and they are hypothesized to be the cause of
vertical and horizontal movements of the lithosphere. In the zones of the volcanic belts of the island arcs and continental margins,
the principal magma chambers are associated with superdeep dip faults (Zavaritskii-Benioff zones), slanting beneath the
continents from the ocean side to depths of about 700 km. Under the influence of the heat flow or under the direct influence of
the heat carried by rising abyssal magma, magma chambers form in the crust itself. Reaching the near-surface parts, the magma
is intruded into them in the form of variously shaped intrusive bodies or is extruded onto the surface, forming volcanoes.

Gravitational differentiation has led to the stratification of the earth into geospheres of varying density. On the surface it is also
manifested in the form of tectonic movements, which, in turn, lead to the tectonic deformation of crustal and upper mantle rocks
(DEFORMATION). The accumulation and subsequent discharge of tectonic stresses along active faults causes earthquakes.

The two types of deep processes are closely interrelated: by lowering the viscosity of the material, radioactive heat promotes its
differentiation, which accelerates the discharge of heat toward the surface. It is hypothesized that a combination of these
processes leads to the temporal unevenness of the release of heat and light matter toward the surface, which, in turn, can be
explained by the occurrence of tectonic-magmatic cycles in the history of the earth’s crust, The spatial irregularities of the same
abyssal processes may explain the division of the crust into more or less geologically active regions, for example, into
geosynclines and platforms.

Endogenic processes have been responsible for shaping the earth’s relief and the formation of many of the most important
mineral resources.
Objective:
This paper intends to explore and analyze endogenic forces, pressure that originates inside the earth. These forces are also known
as ‘constructive forces’ as they various landforms on the surface of the Earth.
What are Endogenic Forces?
Endogenic forces or endogenetic forces are the pressure that originates inside the earth, therefore also called internal forces.
These internal forces lead to vertical and horizontal movements and result in subsidence, land upliftment, volcanism, faulting,
folding, earthquakes, etc.
Features


Endogenic forces are land building forces that play a crucial role in the formation of the earth’s crust.



These are also called internal pressure as they form, originate and are located below the surface of the earth.
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Primordial heat, radioactivity, tidal and rotational friction from the earth results in the creation of this energy.



The main processes involved under this are volcanism, folding, and faulting.

Two Major Forms


Slow movements: These are also referred to as Diastrophic forces. It results in changes over some time.



Sudden motions: As the name suggests, these are the visible motions, and include significant landform changes like
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

Slow Movements (Diastrophic forces)
In simple terms, Diastrophic forces can be defined as the pressure that is created due to the motion of the solid material on the
earth’s surface. This includes all the processes that raise, move or build up the parts on the earth’s surface.
Diastrophism Involves the Following Processes.
Epeirogenic motions: this is the process of warping or upliftment of large parts of the earth’s surface.
Orogenic movements: this is essentially the process of mountain building that involves major folding, and affects the long as
well as narrow belts of the surface.
Earthquakes that occur due to relatively minor local movements. The horizontal motions of the crustal plates, or plate tectonics.
Two Major movements
1. Orogenic movements
2. Epeirogenic movements
Features of Horizontal Movements or Orogenic Movements These movements are caused by the horizontal pressure that acts
on the surface of the earth from side to side. Orogenic movements or horizontal movements are also referred to as mountain
building. They can be categorized into two major pressures such as the pressure of tension and pressure of compression. Orogenic
motions create tension to the strata’s horizontal layer, which further leads to massive structural deformation of the earth’s surface.
Features of Vertical Movements or Epeirogenic Movements


Epeirogenic movements are essentially responsible for the creation of plateaus and continents on earth.



These powerful movements occur from the centre of the earth.



Vertical movements can be responsible for both the upliftment as well as the subsidence of the continent.



They cannot create variation in the horizontal rock strata unlike discussed in the previous type.

What are Exogenic Forces?
Exogenic forces or external forces are forces that draw their power from the earth’s exterior or arise within the earth’s
atmosphere.
Exogenic forces cause land to wear down as a result of their action, therefore they are referred to as land wearing forces.
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Exogenic Processes
Exogenic processes are processes that occur on the earth’s surface as a result of exogenic pressures. Exogenic processes include
weathering ,mass wasting, erosion, and deposition. All exogenic processes are referred to as denudation, which means “to peel
away” or “to reveal.” Geomorphic agents are natural elements capable of performing these exogenic processes (or exogenic
geomorphic agents). For example, the wind, water, and waves.
Endogenic Forces

Exogenic Forces

These are internal forces found deep within the

External forces that function and impact on

Earth’s core.

the Earth’s surface.

These

forces

are

sometimes

called

Because they form relief features on the Earth’s

‘destructive forces,’ since they may cause

surface, these forces are also called “constructive

existing landforms to be destroyed through

forces.”

weathering and erosion.

Earth’s interior heat is the primary source of energy

Exogenic processes include weathering,

that drives endogenic motions.

erosion, mass wasting, and deposition.

All motions, whether beneath the earth or on
Temperature and pressure differences across

its surface, are caused by gradients from high

different strata of the ground cause density

to low pressure, from higher to lower levels,

variations, which cause convection currents.

and so on.

Exogenic forces get their energy from the
atmosphere, which is influenced by the sun’s
The lithospheric plates (crust and upper mantle) are

ultimate energy as well as the tectonic

driven by convection currents in the mantle, and the

gradient. Tectonic causes or endogenic forces

motion of the lithospheric plates (tectonics) is the

are primarily responsible for the slopes of

source of endogenic motions.

earth’s surfaces.

Endogenic forces have after-effects that are only

Exogenic forces result in changes that are

evident after they cause immediate damage.

evident over hundreds or millions of years.

Examples: Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

Examples: Winds, rivers, glaciers etc
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Forces of Compression:



Forces of compression are the forces which push rock strata against a hard plane from one side or from both sides.



The compressional forces lead to the bending of rock layers and thus lead to the formation of Fold Mountains.



Most of the great mountain chains of the world like the Himalayas, the Rockies (N. America), the Andes (S. America),
the Alps (Europe) etc are formed in this manner.

Forces of Tension:



Forces of tension work horizontally, but in opposite directions.



Under the operation of intense tensional forces, the rock stratum gets broken or fractured which results in the formation
of cracks and fractures in the crust.



The displacement of rock upward or downward from their original position along such a fracture is termed as faulting.



The line along which displacement of the fractured rock strata take place is called as the fault line.
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Faulting results in the formation of well-known relief features such as Rift Valleys and Block Mountains. (E.g.
Vindhya and Satpura Mountains)



A rift valley is formed by sinking of rock strata lying between two almost parallel faults. (E.g. Valley of Nile, Rift valley
of Narmada and Tapti )



Rift valleys with steep parallel walls along the fault are called as Graben and the uplifted landmass with steep slopes
on both sides are called as Horst.



The very steep slope in a continuous line along a fault is termed as Escarpment

Endogenetic Landforms


Intermondane Plateau- The Intermontane plateaus form either bordering the fold mountain range or are partly or fully
enclosed by fold mountains. Vertical movements raise this extensive landforms of nearly horizontal rocks to thousands
of meters above sea level. Example, Plateau of Tibet, surrounded by The Himalayas, Karakoram, Kunlun, Tien Shahon
its two sides.



Structural plains– These plains are formed by the uplift of a part of the sea floor or continental shelf. These are located
on the borders of almost all the major continents. Example Great Plains plains of the USA.



Continental plateau– Plateaus formed by the upliftment or extensive spreading of lava on the Earth’s surface.



Fold mountains– When the sedimentary rocks are subjected to compressional forces for millions of years, they get bent
into up and down folds which lead to the formation of anticlines and synclines, such Earth movements occur from time
to time and lift the folds to a considerable height which result into the formation of fold mountains. Example: The
Himalayas in Asia, The Alps in Europe, The Rockies in North America, and The Andes in South America.



Block Mountains– When the forces of tension acts on the rocks, they create faults in them. When the land between the
two almost parallel faults is raised above the adjoining areas, it create block mountain. Example: The Vosges in France;
Black Forest mountain in Germany



Rift Valley orGraben: When a block between two normal faults is depressed, the valley formed in the faults is known
as Rift Valley or Gr



Volcanic mountain– Volcanic Mountains are formed when molten rock (magma) deep within the earth, erupts, and
piles upon the surface. Magna is called lava when it breaks through the earth’s crust. When the ash and lava cools, it
builds a cone of rock. Rock and lava pile up, layer on top of layer. Examples: Mount St. Helens in North America,
Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines, Mount Kea and Mount Loa in Hawaii
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Conclusion
The Earth is shaped by many different geological processes. The forces that cause these processes come from both above and
beneath the Earth's surface. Processes that are caused by forces from within the Earth are endogenous processes. By contrast,
exogenous processes come from forces on or above the Earth's surface. Endo is a prefix meaning "in" while Exo is a prefix
meaning "out".

There are three main endogenous processes: folding, faulting and volcanism. They take place mainly along the plate boundaries,
which are the zones that lay on the edges of plates. These zones are weak. Endogenous processes cause many major landform
features.

Many exogenous (extra-terrestrial) forces are as a result of other bodies in space. For example, the Moon causes tides in the
Earth's oceans and other big bodies of water. Impacts from comets and meteoroids change the surface of the Earth. When they
strike the Earth, they create craters which are holes, which can be very big or small, in the ground. Radiation from the Sun can
cause aurorae, which are lights that can be seen at night near the poles.
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